Steel
Industry Solutions

Introduction
Rexo ERP offers an industry explicit ERP arrangement that encourages you to streamline your activities and put up
your items for sale to the public, quicker and less expensive, while following perpetually stringent GHS, SARA, EPA,
ISO, and DoT administrative orders. Regardless of whether you have a private-label, co-pack or produce your line of
private, business or mechanical paints and coatings, Rexo ERP for Paints bolsters your one of a kind assembling
necessities in item improvement, creation, quality, cost, and consistency, while supporting the entirety of your
business, bookkeeping, warehousing and conveyance needs.
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ERP Requirements for
Fabricated Metal
Manufacturing Processes

The Fabricated Metal
Landscape
We don't need to reveal to you that the metal
creation industry is confronting difﬁculties. From
unstable item costs to contracting markets, seaward
cost-cutting and better standards as far as quality
and speed of conveyance, you are no doubt
progressively winding up reevaluating how you
work.
To remain on top of things, organizations must be
progressively imaginative, technically
knowledgeable, deft, ﬂexible, responsive and clientdriven.
Today, like never before, the privilege ERP
arrangement could mean the distinction between
the achievement and disappointment of your
activity. It will enable you to design, execute, control
and drastically improve creation in your assembling
condition.
To capitalize on your ERP arrangement, it ought to
be one that has been structured, executedand
upheld by an organization that comprehends your
business just as you do - one that has the expert
abilities to assist you with conveying unfailing
coherence and consistency all through the whole
worth chain, from introductory RFQ to deﬁnite
conveyance.

Expanding producing productivity implies
ﬁnding the correct harmony among
gracefully and request, advancing limit,
improving throughput, smoothing out
procedures, reducing expenses and
lessening waste. Manufacture organizations
that meet, and even anticipate their clients'
needs, and become a priceless wellspring of
their prosperity will succeed where others
fall ﬂat.

Custom (Job Shop)
Fabricators
On the off chance that your shop
dominatingly beneﬁts nearby
producing enterprises with speciﬁc
prerequisites or coincidental
employments, effortlessness in your
frameworks is basic to your prosperity.
The ideal ERP arrangement will permit
you to:
Exact citing
Having bigger agreements, you need the statement
to be ﬁnished and exact in advance in request to
look after gainfulness.

Quote rapidly and precisely
Clients regularly need same-day
employments and so quote
turnaround time is short and should
be exact or it will inﬂuence beneﬁt.

Increment gainfulness
With constant knowledge into
material and work utilization. As you
might not have rehash orders from a
similar client, guaranteeing each
activity is productive is basic to the
primary concern.

Perform specially appointed booking
and CTP
Clients may stroll in with a surge work that should
be ﬁnished that day – can you comply with your
time constraints and does it sway other work?
Utilizing a CTP framework permits you to make a
balance between what you can create and what
clients and customers are mentioning.

Sub-contract with certainty
Since this is a capital-concentrated industry,
numerous custom metal fabricators are not
enormous enough to claim strength hardware,
consequently depending on sub-contracting to
give a 'full' administration/ﬁnal product for their
clients (covering, particular cutting, and so
forth.).

Venture Fabricators
As a venture fabricator, you may spend signiﬁcant
time in overhauling a particular industry, for
example, development, aerospace, ranger service,
oil and gas.
You may have a custom creation ofﬁce that
administrates singular clients; however, your
essential business is adjusting the necessities of a
particular industry.
You along these lines have increasingly complex
prerequisites, moreover, need an answer that
encourages: creation in your assembling condition.

Making BOMs/Jobs based on client
CAD drawings
It is a tedious assignment to catch muddled CAD
subtleties into BOMs into an ERP. CADTalk mitigates
this.

Gainfulness
Reliant on material accessibility and creative forms.

Consistency and quality as
they regularly need to stick
to norms speciﬁed by the
businesses you serve, (for
example, Aerospace)
Warmth following and the capacity to do brisk
reviews (mock for consistence) is signiﬁcant. Your
capacity to give documentation that approves
reviews all through the fabricating procedure and
meets quality particulars with the last item is
regularly required. We can provide you with a
completely incorporated arrangement that
accompanies a far-reaching set of instruments
particularly ﬁt to enable you to design, execute,
control, smooth out and grow creatively in your
speciﬁc assembling situations.

1. Smoothing out the Planning
Process
For increasingly proﬁcient tasks, REXO Requirements
Planning utilizes anticipated interest and ﬂexibly to
help you with arranging and making reasonable
creation, buying and gracefully move plans. It
likewise recognizes limit limitations and keeps up
ideal stock property in a multi-site and multidistribution centre condition.

Ways REXO can
streamline your
ﬂexible chain and
assist you with
getting the most
incentive from your
general ERP
experience

2. Upgrading the Quotation Process
For you to improve turnaround times and offer
superior assistance to your clients, your citations
framework ought to furnish you with a solitary
wellspring of reality for precision and survey
purposes and empower you to handily share
refreshed data.
As an ever-increasing number of administrations are
redistributed to pick up assembling and cost
efﬁciencies, costs for material, work and outside
administrations keep on being a signiﬁcant piece of
your citing procedure. REXO's Quoting and
Estimating capacities permit you to make proﬁcient
and far-reaching citations.
A profoundly ﬂexible interface gives all of you the
data you have to give your clients opportune
statements and gauges just as the capacity to
consolidate seller related assistance costs that can
be increased as a piece of your gauge.

3. Synchronize Supply with
Demand
Brilliant Manager MES (fabricating execution
framework) for REXO assists makers with
contending in the present market. Arranging
Manager, Workforce Manager and Factory
Manager have been intended to assist you
with expanding yield and decrease costs via
computerizing your business forms and
associating your industrial facility. Especially
for a segment and material providers to
unique hardware producers (OEM's),
synchronizing ﬂexibly with client request is a
key prerequisite to forestall expensive line
stoppages in the get-together plants. This
includes not just robotizing request handling
and different procedures in the ﬂexible
chain, yet in addition executing creation
plans utilizing LEAN standards.

4. Oversee Inventory
For improved client support and productive
administration, powerful stock administration ought
to be a need for each assembling or conveyance
business.
These organizations need a brought together
perspective on stock, which requires constant
information at each loading area – in travel, at the
completed products stockroom, on the industrial
facility ﬂoor, anticipated parts and crude material
from providers, and exceptional requests from
clients.
REXO gives complete stock administration devices
to guarantee there is perceivability of stock over the
ﬂexible chain to satisfy the needs of the business,
assisting with dispensing with over-loading and
tying up of capital.

5. Plan and Engineering Collaboration
To improve efﬁciencies, REXO arrangements
cultivate the uniﬁed administration and control of
the item conﬁguration process, while its extensive
security, customization and multi-lingual capacities
empower you to give custom-made access to outer
communitarian accomplices around the world.
Import ofﬁces and REXO e.net Solutions encourage
improved electronic coordinated effort with your
clients for the formation of client indicated plans,
while the Contact Management System gives a focal
zone to the chronicle and questioning of all
interchanges in regards to community-oriented
exercises.
What's more, another item related information, for
example, specialized drawings can be imported and
connected to the pertinent items in REXO, while
photos, video cuts and other sight and sound
records can be connected and seen on-request.
REXO's amazing Engineering Change Control (ECC)
highlights empower the formation of client
characterized work processes to control the item
improvement process and guarantee electronic
close-down.

9. Connecting your Supply Chain
with REXO

6. Diminish Time-to-Market
In ventures that require adjustable end products,
ﬂexibility, speed and exactness in fulﬁlling client
need are fundamental to staying serious.
REXO furnishes you with the instruments to deal
with your business effectively, guaranteeing a sound
beneﬁt while remaining serious.

7. Oversee Product and Part
Traceability
To guarantee operational efﬁciencies and meet the
basic consistency necessities of this industry, REXO
gives recognizability from material birthplaces
through production to a deﬁnite goal.
Our Lot Traceability and Serial Tracking usefulness
bear full perceivability to the beginnings, construct
and deals goal of items, in this manner giving the
way to effortlessly follow and examine the
wellspring of deformities should they happen.

8. Collaboration with Trading Partners
REXO upgrades your capacity to saddle online
business advancements adequately, giving you the
possibility to change your business and quicken
business achievement and development. can be
increased as a piece of your gauge.

Progressively, associations need to interface
outside gadgets, for example, tablets and
scanners, to their business programming. The
targets of a mix are to improve data sharing,
lessen copy information section and empower
information to be put away in one spot for
merged announcing and examination.
REXO Integration Framework empowers you
to stretch out your REXO ERP application to
work with different frameworks inside the
enterprise and to reach out past the
enterprise. It empowers combination with
other line-of-business third party items; data
trade with outside gadgets; access to
applications using the web; simpler
coordinated effort and data offering to
colleagues; and enhancements to the UI.

10. Client Relationships and Service
Giving the sort of administration that
manufactures strong connections necessitates
that each customer confronting the individual in
your organization has prompt access to data
that permits them to monitor clients, examine
the market and make educated business
choices rapidly and unquestionably.
REXO's Contact Management gives this and
then some.

About REXO
We are a leading smart ERP solution & service
provider from central India, comprising team of
enthusiast IT professionals keeping an experience
from 20+ years to many, continuously working to
help society with the optimal use of IT for life and
work.
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REXO devotes its assets to the progression and
improvement of the unpredictable and changing
needs of its clients. Perceived as a pioneer in client
care, REXO has one of the most elevated client stan.
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Intellligence

What sets REXO separated is a faithful, supported
spotlight on the assembling and conveyance areas.
Joined with a functional way to deal with technology
and an energetic duty to rearranging business forms,
REXO devotes itself to the achievement of its
accomplices and clients the same.
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We are enthusiastic about 'IT for making work more
intelligent' and try to work with the client as a group
towards their objective.
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